
MINUTES OF THE ANNUAL MEETING OF BRANCH REPRESENTATIVES 
HELD ON 20-21 FEBRUARY 2008 AT THE GLYNHILL HOTEL, RENFREW. 
 
  
The Chairman opened the Meeting at 1015 hours. 
 
IN ATTENDANCE. 
 
Chairman - Dignall, J (Glen Douglas) 
 
Secretary - Regan, J  
 
Area Support Officer - Scott, M (Coulport) 
 
Anderson, J (Beith)* 
 
Ferguson, W (Clyde)* 
 
Howell, J (Longtown)* 
 
Menzies,G (Crombie)* 
 
Milne, T (CMU)* 
 
Niven, D (Coulport)* 
 
O’Brien-Barden, L (Glen Douglas – Deputy Branch Rep)* 
 
Ferguson, A (NEC Independent) 
 
Keating, E – National Chairman 
 
Walker, S - Divisional Commander (S) 
 
* denotes voting members. 
  
 
APOLOGIES. 
 
Vice-Chair - Murphy, E (CID) 
 
Long, D – Divisional Commander (NE) 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 



ATTENDANCE REPORT. 
 
There were seven voting delegates present from ten available Branches – 
The Chairman only held a casting vote. One apology had been received and 
two Branches (Caledonia & Prestwick) had no recognised representative at 
this time. 
 
NOTE: The Secretary is currently attempting to bring CNI (Grampian) and 
Divisional Firearms on line as Branches. Consequently, there may well be 
opportunity to increase the number of voting delegates. 
 
 
MINUTE SILENCE. 
 
The Chairman asked the meeting to remember Mr Keith Jones (recently 
elected National Vice-Chair) in their thoughts after his sudden passing and 
called for a minute silence. 
 
 
 
CHAIRMAN’S SPEECH (attached as annex ‘A’). 
 
The National Chairman stated that Firearms Training Facilities were 
uneconomical and that we were locked in dialogue with the Army. However, 
the MP7 is a weapon that causes great damage to ranges thus it is a difficult 
issue to resolve. 
 
Divisional Commander updated the meeting on the condition of SPO Crombie 
and welcomed the fact that he was making progress, albeit rather slowly. 
 
 
MINUTES OF THE PREVIOUS MEETING. 
 
These had been circulated to all Branches and were adopted as a true and 
accurate record. [Proposed by W. FERGUSON, Seconded by G. MENZIES] 
 
 
 
MATTERS ARISING. 
 
There were no matters arising from the previous minutes. 
 
 
CORRESPONDENCE. 
 
 A total of three (3) letters had been received as follows: 
 
One letter from Victoria Cartwright (Senior Fundraiser CHAS) thanking the 
JBB for their efforts in raising £3,050 for the charity. 
 



One letter from the General Secretary thanking the JBB for the success of the 
Charity Evening at Annual Conference. 
 
One letter from Derek McLean (Thompsons) asking the JBB for sponsorship 
for his Charity Cycle to CUBA. 
 
NOTE: The Constitution of the DPF does not allow donations to non-members 
but the JBB elected to make their own private donation as Thompsons 
regularly contribute to DPF charity events. 
 
 
WELFARE REPORT (attached as annex ‘B’). 
 
The ASO intimated that there could well be an increase in the number of 
members on LTS as he still had difficulties being fully appraised due to the 
impositions within the Data Protection Act. He therefore asked all Branch 
Representatives to assist by identifying members on LTS at the earliest 
opportunity. 
 
The JBB Secretary pointed out that HG Retirement was becoming more 
difficult to obtain due to the DDA and/or the fact that reports being submitted 
to CAPITA were not entirely accurate in regard to the duties expected of a 
Police Officer. He intimated that he was currently disputing at least one 
refusal for HG Retirement and expected to see more in the immediate future. 
 
 
  
SECRETARY’S REPORT (attached as annex ‘C’). 
 
Mr Ferguson (Clyde) stated that new members were in the belief that they 
were entitled to legal assistance for offences committed whilst off duty. 
 
National Chairman asserted that he had correctly briefed new members of 
their entitlement and had explained the benefits of utilising Federation 
Solicitors for offences committed whilst off duty. He added that the Federation 
only proffer assistance to off duty officers in relation to Road Traffic Accidents. 
 
The Secretary stated that the new PORTAKABIN had been received at St 
Fergus but reiterated the fact that he continued to be unhappy with the 
facilities provided to the permanent staff members at the CNI sites. 
 
DivComm declared that he too was frustrated at the lack of progress with 
regard to the permanent facilities and asserted that this was a Central 
responsibility rather than a Divisional one. 
 
The Secretary indicated that there were still issues with awarding SPL at 
some stations due to the O/T embargo as some SPO’s continue to refuse to 
roster members until receipt of authorisations - problems thus arose due to 
the short notice given. He added that authorisation is being received well in 



advance of roster publication dates yet SPO’s are not being informed by the 
department authorising.  
 
National Chairman interjected that DPF would now forward authorisations as 
soon as received in the hope of alleviating this problem but asserted it was 
the responsibility of the authorising signatory to ensure each and every SPO 
affected received the authorisation at the earliest opportunity. 
 
The Secretary added that the authorisations would be copied to Branch Reps 
and they should ensure their respective duties officers are in receipt of a copy. 
 
Mr Anderson stated that DPF should not show complacency in regard to 
reductions in membership. He added that there is a lot of disquiet over the 
recent national ballots and members feel particularly aggrieved about not 
receiving a vote. 
 
National Chairman acknowledged the fact that the ballot response was 
particularly poor but insisted that several Circulars had been published 
intimating what was required of the members and giving them many 
opportunities to vote. He further intimated that Alun Ferguson (Northern Area 
NEC Independent) had been tasked with carrying out an investigation into 
ballots and considered it unfair to elaborate until such times as Alun had 
opportunity to forward his observations. 
 
The Secretary added that the issue of member’s contact details had been 
raised at the recent staff meeting and that the General Secretary had issued a 
directive as a result. Consequently, all members will be given the opportunity 
to complete a Change of Personal Details Form in an effort to update records 
at HQ – the Force do not inform DPF of any changes in an individuals 
circumstances thus it is incumbent upon the individual to contact DPF HQ 
direct. 
 
NOTE: The Secretary issued all Branch Representatives with the respective 
proforma and asked that they ensure each member completed and returned. 
 
 
SCOTTISH POLICE CREDIT UNION. 
 
Mr John Campbell (SPCU) attended the meeting and gave an insight into the 
benefits of joining such a scheme. Consideration will be given to training new 
individuals as representatives for this member facility. 
 
 
STATION REPORTS. 
 
Mr Graeme Menzies (Crombie) submitted a Station Report for DSDA Crombie 
(attached as annex ‘D’). 
 
Mr Thomas Milne (CMU) submitted a Station Report for the Clyde Marine Unit 
(attached as annex ‘E’). 



 
Mr Daniel Niven (Coulport) submitted a Station Report for RNAD Coulport 
(attached as annex ‘F’). 
 
Mr William Ferguson (Clyde) submitted a Station Report for HMNB Clyde 
(attached as annex ‘G’). 
 
The Secretary thanked all for their submissions and informed the meeting that 
Station/Portfolio Reports were now compulsory at least once per year. He 
continued that, in the interests of effective and constructive debate, he would 
prefer submissions prior to meetings. 
 
The JBB Chairman asserted that he would no longer allow submissions 
received after the closing date for each meeting and would consider them nil 
returns. He elaborated by stating the idea behind presenting prior to the 
closing date was to ensure inclusion in the agenda and allow the other 
committee members to become conversant with the report in order to raise 
questions, highlight similar difficulties, etc. 
 
The Secretary reiterated that it is far more productive at meetings when 
submissions are made in advance rather than on the day. 
 
 
RULE CHANGES. 
 
The proposed changes for the Loans and Grants Committee (Members 
Assistance and Support Scheme) were discussed at length and it was agreed 
that they would be submitted to the JBB for consideration. 
 
A Rule change for re-joining was discussed but did not receive approval as it 
was considered that the rules in force adequately dealt with such 
eventualities. 
 
 
ELECTIONS. 
 
There were four vacancies on the Joint Branch Board. These were filled by: 
 
J. DIGNALL – Glen Douglas [proposed by G. Menzies, seconded by L. 
O’Brien-Barden]. 
 
NOTE: Mr Alun Ferguson (NEC Independent) chaired the meeting for the 
election of the JBB Chairman. 
 
J. ANDERSON - Beith [proposed by W. Ferguson, seconded by T. Milne].  
 
D. NIVEN - Coulport [proposed by L. O’Brien Barden, seconded by J. 
Anderson]. 
 
T. MILNE – CMU [proposed by D. Niven, seconded by G. Menzies]. 



 
Each was elected to serve a tenure of three years subject to their annual 
return as their station Branch Representative. 
 
NATIONAL CHAIRMAN Q&A.  
 
 
The National Chairman thanked the Northern JBB for their efforts in ensuring 
the success of the Charity Evening at annual conference. 
 
2007 Payrise: 
 
Nat Chair gave an insight into the discussions held with the Minister for 
Defence (Des Brown) over the pay debacle. He asserted that DPF had 
applied for the wage rise to comply with the arbitration agreement (2½% 
backdated to 1 Sept) but the minister proved reluctant to make the award as it 
would conflict with the Cabinet’s decision. There is, however, a caveat 
imposed that it will be reviewed dependent upon the Home Office Forces 
Judicial Review. 
 
NOTE: It has been muted that those members of BTP serving north of the 
border were awarded they same pay rise as their Scottish Police 
counterparts. This has proven not to be the case as all national police forces 
were awarded the pay award received by the England and Wales forces. 
 
Misconduct: 
 
Nat Chair indicated that PSD are in a transitional period due to the comings 
and goings of its staff. He added that there are some issues that require 
addressing and that he is in dialogue with the Deputy Chief Constable. 
 
MP7: 
 
Nat Chair asserted that he is aware of the issues regarding this weapon and 
that various reforms have been muted. For example, triple cocking had been 
looked at as a method of averting unauthorised discharges though protests 
have been heard over this particular method. 
 
He is also seeking clarification on the 100m shoot though he suspects it is a 
requirement when using the highpoint sight. 
 
Dog Handlers: 
 
Questions have been raised over the arming of dog handlers and the weapon 
most suitable for the task. It has been put to the AMB that dog handlers 
should carry a 9mm SIG with an additional caveat that, where necessary, they 
should qualify in the MP7.  Dog handlers are usually the first on the scene 
thus they should be armed for personal protection as there would be genuine 
fears for their safety. 
 



 
 
 
Reviews: 
 
The Armed Guarding Review has resulted in sites being re-categorised under 
new classifications. This will result in reviews of these sites to determine the 
number of MDP required and could well result in reductions especially 
considering that budgets are now disaggregated to TLB’s. Indeed, there has 
already been a reduction at Fylingdales of around forty officers. However, 
DPF will continue to lobby the press in an effort reduce the numbers affected. 
 
Rumours abound that there will be ‘X’ amount of severance packages in the 
forthcoming months. This is not strictly true as the Force has many vacancies 
requiring to be filled. Consequently, it is unlikely that any packages will be 
forthcoming for the foreseeable future. 
 
NOTE: It is believed that DE&S have suspended reviews of their sites at 
present. 
 
‘Z’ Days: 
 
The national ballot on ‘Z’ days resulted in the members expressing their 
desire to abolish the ‘Z’ day Agreement. With this in mind, I’ll return to 
CCMDP with a view to introducing the trial that is on offer.  
 
 
DIVISIONAL COMMANDER (S) - Q&A. 
 
 
The Divisional Commander (S) agreed to take questions from the 
Delegates present. 
 
National Uniform: 
 
There is presently a business case being compiled for a National Uniform at 
the CNI sites. 
 
HRMS/PPPA: 
 
SPO (Clyde) was tasked with compiling a report that highlights the difficulties 
with reporting sickness, etc on this system and this has been completed and 
forwarded. 
 
DOGS: 
 
There is a business case in support of Division to have its own explosive 
search dogs. Basically, the AES Dogs currently utilised by Division would 
come under Division’s jurisdiction rather than OpsSupp as at present. 
NOTE: This should not affect the AES Dogs currently at Coulport and Clyde. 



 
 
Probationer Training: 
 
Consideration is being given to conduct probationer training at Division as 
currently takes place at AWE. 
 
Clyde Marine Unit: 
 
There is a shortfall in volunteers for the CMU thus we are considering 
targeting Royal Navy leavers to recruit directly into the Unit. 
 
Weapon Training Instructors: 
 
There is a shortage of Divisional and Station complemented trainers for 
Divisional Training. 
 
Mrs O’Brien Barden stated that officers were willing to volunteer for Range 
Officers Courses rather than the full WTI course but were being refused 
acceptance for this type of course. 
 
DivComm declared that the DFA’s preference was to utilise fully qualified 
officers for such duties. 
 
The Chairman thanked DivComm for his candid comments. 
 
A.O.C.B. 
 
The Secretary urged all branch representatives to ensure their respective 
stations were complying with the police regulation reforms, in as much, that 
rosters were being promulgated 3 months in advance – any breaches to be 
reported to the secretary at the earliest opportunity. 
 
The Secretary reminded all branch representatives that it was a requirement 
to forward AGM Minutes and NOT1’s to the JBB office. 
 
The Secretary reminded all branch representatives of the importance of 
ensuring all members complete (and return) the Change of Personal Details 
Forms in an effort to update records at HQ. 
 
There being no other competent business the Chairman closed the meeting at 
1650. 
 
JBB Meeting. 
 
A meeting of the Joint Branch Board took place immediately following the 
closure of business – minutes recorded separately. 
 
DAY 2. 
 



There was a training package for the assembled representatives on how to 
compile Agenda’s and take Minutes. 
 
 
 
 
Meeting Dates. 
 
The dates of meetings are as follows: 
 
11 June 2008 – JBB at Navy Buildings, Greenock 
10 September 2008 – JBB at Navy Buildings, Greenock 
7,8 & 9 October 2008 – Annual Conference at Glynhill Hotel, Renfrew. 
 
 

John Regan 
 
JBB Secretary (N) 
Defence Police Federation 
 


